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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Verner Panton

Verpan Pantop 23 Table Lamp

Part of Verner Panton's original Pantop collection, the Pantop 23
cm model is re-introduced to us. The Danish designer was well
known for his understand of colour and the effect it can have on
someone's mood and wellbeing. Therefore, the new model is
available in an array of vibrant tones or more calm and natural
colour options. The colour palette was carefully selected, so that
the Pantop 23 cm can suit any interior décor but also to bring its
own personality into the room.

The table lamp has a metal body with an on/off switch found on
the clear PVC, 2.5m long cable. The white, metallic, classic blue
and black lamps have a matt finish, while the dark green, light
blue, bright red, burgundy, warm yellow, dusty rose, mint grey
and grey sand retain a glossy finish. The glossy lights and matt
classic blue also have a chrome top bolt, while the black, matt
metallic and white have a matching colour bolt. Verpan have also
added two new finishes, a matt terracotta and a dusty blue. The
Verpan Pantop is the perfect lamp for your desk, bed stand, the
living room, office and practically any room and space; ideal for
both residential and commercial projects. The iconic bell-shaped
lamp will add that finishing colour touch to any interior.

The new Pantop 23cm also includes a pendant light, available in
the same colour tones.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 1 x max 25W E14 (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: In line on/off switch included on cable.

Dimensions: Ø 23 cm
38 cm height
250 cm cable length

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/verpan-pantop-23-cm-table-lamp/21154
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/Verpan-Pantop-23-cm-Pendant/21153
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